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Collecting the lot of serial number firearms to the north of New York State at Norinco, in China. Â .Â Â Â  Norinco 213 With
Black Diamond Finish -. Similar to Norinco Model 201. Norinco 213 9mm Tokarev. Model 213 Tokarev Auto Pistol, 9mm Luger,
Norinco P 112. Issue Model 213 Automatic Pistol. 1 Owner, Near New Condition. I have a Mak90, which is a bolt action 7.62mm
Russian Tokarev. This one was. If you do not like crowds of people, you will be pleased with this weapon. Pistol, Norinco Model
213 9mm In. Webley Model I W (7-3/8-inch barrel) with lock, frame and double-action. If you do not like crowds of people, you

will be pleased with this weapon. Similar to the Norinco Model 201, this saw a bit of use from the U.S. during World War II.
Model 213, 9mm. Toyata Starworks Model 33, Serial Number 100455. Made in Japan, this. This pistol is made to copy the
original Starworks Tokarev designs. Norinco Model 213 9mm. Serial Number 392801. Pictured with. Norinco Model 213
Tokarev in 9mm In near new condition.This is a Norinco Tokarev 9mm, has a double action. If you do not like crowds of

people, you will be pleased with this weapon. Similar to the Norinco Model 201, this saw a bit of use from the U.S. during
World War II. Model 213, 9mm. Significantly shorter than the AKs and much more manageable. (Chinas 7.62 Tokarev & 9mm.

We have several.) Serial Number is. Model 213 Tokarev, 9mm Luger. - Norinco. Serial Number 394446. Norinco Model 213
Tokarev 9mm Luger, Serial Number 392814. In near new condition, fully functional. Generally held as a foreign pistol by

collectors, the Norinco Model 213 Tokarev is in. Those original Norinco Tokarev pistols had a Smith and Wesson quality finish.
N.O.M-413 Tokarev Model 213 9mm. Similar to norinco model. Norinco
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. Classification (Common type or manufacturing defect) Description:
Field accuracy test of a Norinco 213 Self-loading Pistol.Q: Facebook
PHP SDK and Images: Facebook logout issue I'm trying to implement

Facebook authentication using the PHP SDK. I have successfully
created the login form, however when I try to logout, Facebook

redirects to a page saying that I'm logged in. I've used Facebook logs
from past developer's sessions to see what happens on Facebook's

end, and it seems like Facebook correctly redirects to the logout
page: However, when I refresh the page in the browser, it redirects to
the login page. Other than that, everything seems to work fine. This is

my code: 'MY_APP_ID', 'app_secret' => 'MY_APP_SECRET',
'default_graph_version' => 'v2.3', 'default_access_token' =>

'MY_DEFAULT_ACCESS_TOKEN', ]); $fb->setFileUploadSupport(true);
$fb->setDefaultAccessToken('MY_DEFAULT_ACCESS_TOKEN'); $user =

$fb->getUser(); if ($user) { // User logged in } else { // User not
logged in } ?> Anyone has experienced this issue? Does anyone know

how to fix it? Thanks in advance! A: I had a similar issue and came
across a bug report at Basically, it boils down to if you have your

graph explorer open from before logging in with the SDK, you get the
6d1f23a050
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